
Development of the Dene Dhah Orthography

The Dene languages in Alberta and the Northwest Territories were first

written by Oblate priests over one hundred years ago. The Oblates used two

types of writing systems. One was an alphabet based on French, and the

other was a syllabary which used symbols to represent complete syllables.

The syllabic system was originally developed for Ojibwa by the Reverend

James Evans and later modified for use with Chipewyan, Beaver, and Slave

(McLean 1890; Rhodes and Todd 1981:63).

In Alberta, syllabaries were more commonly used by native people. A
large number of Cree and Chipewyan speakers were able to read and write

in their own language, and a few people also learned to read and write using

Beaver and Slave syllabics. There are still native speakers literate in Cree

and Chipewyan syllabics, and some Slave speakers in the Northwest

Territories are familiar with the system. All of the older people who were

literate in Slave syllabics in Meander River and Assumption have died

within the last decade, although George Providence of Meander River

formerly corresponded with his brother, Johnny Providence of

Assumption, using syllabics. When asked in 1980 if he still remembered

how to write it, he transcribed, Ye edawondih kudindi gha? 'What would

you like to know?' in syllabics as follows:

[ys £ da wq dih ku dj di gha]

Ye edawondih kudindi gha? 'What would you like to know?'

Phonetic transcriptions have been added beneath his. Note that the same

symbol is used for [wq], [gha], and [ku] because the syllabic system does

not represent all the contrastive sounds in the language.

Alphabetic systems were also used by several priests for writing the Hay

Lakes (Xewonht'e) dialect of Slave. These systems were not widely used

by the people in Assumption, however, and are not in use today.

Beginning in the 1950s the Slave dialects in the Northwest Territories

were written by missionary linguists using an alphabet based on a phonemic

analysis of the language (Howard 1963:42-47). From then until the 1970s,

major work on literacy was carried out by missionaries, with some of their
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work being published by the government of the Northwest Territories

(Monus 1974). More recently, the standardization of the writing system for

Slave in the Northwest Territories has been a priority of the territorial gov-

ernment Standardization of the Dene languages in the Northwest Territories

has been discussed by the Athabaskan Languages Steering Committee

(1976), by the Task Force on- Aboriginal Languages (1985), and by the

orthography standardization committees established for each of the

languages in 1987. While some aspects of the South Slavey orthography are

still under discussion, the basic system has been established by the work of

these groups.

The system used for writing Dene Dhih differs from- the writing system

for South Slavey in two respects, both because the language varies slightly

and because a pragmatic consideration determined the final orthography.

The primary linguistic difference is variation in the vowel systems: an extra

vowel is retained in Alberta that is represented by ee in Dene Dh&h. But

perhaps the most significant difference between the two writing systems is

the use of a nasal hook under the vowel to represent nasalization in the

Northwest Territories, as in kq 'fire,' where in Alberta a vowel followed by

n is used, as in kon Tire.' The use of n after a vowel reflects the earlier

French-based alphabetic system used for writing Dene DMh in Alberta, and

since some speakers are familiar with that earlier French-based system they

have expessed a preference for using n rather than the nasalization diacritic.

The nasal vowels in words like kon Tire' actually appear as a sequence of a

vowel followed by the consonant n when a suffix is added, as in mbekoni
'his fire.' The decision to use n rather than a nasalization diacritic is thus

primarily pragmatic, since native speakers most concerned with writing

have expressed a preference for this convention. To avoid possible

confusion between n representing nasalization and the consonantal n or nd,

the consonantal n is underlined in words where the two might be confused.

Since syllable-final n has generally changed to nasalization in Dene Dhah,

instances where confusion could occur with the nasalization n which
follows the vowel are rare.

Consonants are written the same way in Dene Dh£h as in South Slavey in

the Northwest Territories except that in Dene Dh£h glottal stop is not written

word initially.
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